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1.0 Set up SafeEntry account and branches

1.1 Register a SafeEntry
business account
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Register a SafeEntry business account
Step 1: Go to https://safeentry.gov.sg

Click “Register your Business”
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Register a SafeEntry business account
Step 2: Click “Register with Singpass” to use your Singpass details to register.

Click “Register with Singpass”
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Register a SafeEntry business account
Step 3: Click “Login with Singpass (Corporate)”.

Click “Login with Singpass
(Corporate)”
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Register a SafeEntry business account
Step 4: After logging in with Singpass (Corporate), complete and submit the request form.

5.1) Complete form

5.2) Click “Submit”
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Register a SafeEntry business account
Step 5: After submitting your request, you will receive an update within 24 hours.

Click on “Return to home”
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Register a SafeEntry business account
Step 6: Once account is approved, you will receive a email titled “Account approved! Welcome to SafeEntry”.

Use your approved business name
and business email to log in to your
account
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1.0 Set up SafeEntry account and branches

1.2 Register a SafeEntry
business account
(businesses not registered with ACRA)
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Register a SafeEntry business account (businesses not registered with ACRA)
Step 1: Log on to https://safeentry.gov.sg

Click “Register your Business”
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Register a SafeEntry business account (businesses not registered with ACRA)
Step 2: Click on Email tab and ﬁll in your business name and email, then submit your request

2.1) Click “Email”

2.2) Complete the form

2.3) Click “Submit”
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Register a SafeEntry business account (businesses not registered with ACRA)
Step 3: Complete the registration form with supporting documents and other details and submit
Note:
For Proof of ownership, please attach a photo
that proves your afﬁliation to the business. It
can be your namecard, contract or a bill that
bears the company name or address. See the
full list of accepted documents here
ACRA/Bizﬁle printout is not a valid supporting
document

3.1) Complete form

3.2) Click “Submit”
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Register a SafeEntry business account (businesses not registered with ACRA)
Step 4: After submitting your request, you will receive an update within 36 hours.

Click “Return to home page”
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Register a SafeEntry business account (businesses not registered with ACRA)
Step 5: Once account is approved, you will receive a email titled “Account approved! Welcome to SafeEntry”.

Use your approved business name
and business email to log in to your
account
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1.0 Set up SafeEntry account and branches

1.3 Create branches for venues
where SafeEntry is required
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Create branches for venues where SafeEntry is required
Step 1: Log in to @ https://safeentry.gov.sg/logins/new with your registered business name and email.
Email sent to you when account is set up

Enter details and
click “Log in”

Log in details
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Create branches for venues where SafeEntry is required
Step 2: Enter One-Time Pin (OTP) sent to your business email.
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2.1) Enter OTP
and click “Submit”

2.2) Click “Resend
OTP” if you did not
receive a OTP
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Create branches for venues where SafeEntry is required
Step 3: Click “Add a branch” to get started.
Note:
You will need to add at least 1 branch to get started. What is
a branch? It is simply a business location where you will be
using SafeEntry.
If your business only has 1 location, you will only need to
add 1 business premise. If you’re using SafeEntry at more
than 1 location, you can create multiple “branches”.
Regardless of the number of entrances and exits at a single
location, you will only need to create 1 branch for it and log
in with the same branch code to scan visitors.

Click “Add a branch”
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Create branches for venues where SafeEntry is required
Step 4 Part 1: Complete the form to set up a branch for your business.
For Construction, Marine and Process sectors: see here for
instructions to add a branch.

4.1) Select a business category

4.2) Enter your branch name

If you see the ﬁeld “Select a
QR App ID”, select the QR
App ID that matches the
branch name.
Select “QR code not
created yet” only if you do
not have a QR code for this
branch. A QR code will be
created for this branch
when you click “Create
Branch” to submit form.
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Create branches for venues where SafeEntry is required
Step 4 Part 2: Complete the form to set up a branch for your business.

4.3) Enter postal code and
address.

4.4) Enter the unit number.
Check “No unit number for
this address” if the branch
does not have unit number.
Unit number format
Enter unit number in the format
#01-01 or #B1-03. If your branch
spans across multiple unit
numbers, enter them as #01-01,
#01-02, #03-03.

4.5) Enter operating hours.
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Create branches for venues where SafeEntry is required
Step 4 Part 3: Complete the form to set up a branch for your business.

4.6) Enter maximum number
of visitors allowed at any one
point of time.

Allowable capacity calculation
Visitor capacity is calculated
based on the occupant load per
square meter of usable space.
For more information, refer to
URA Safe Distancing guidelines

4.7) Enter crowd level at which
venue is shown as “Crowded”
or “Some Crowd” on
SpaceOut.
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Create branches for venues where SafeEntry is required
Step 4 Part 4: Complete the form to set up a branch for your business.

4.8) Enable “Restrict visitors
without PET exemption” only
if it is required for this venue.

4.9) Enable “Restrict visitors
on odd/even dates” only if it is
required for this venue.

4.10) Select “Create branch”
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Create branches for venues where SafeEntry is required
Step 5: After creating your branch, share the branch code staff handling check-ins at the location
After you have created a
branch, you can login to the
Singpass api portal to
download the QR code for
this branch.

Note:
The branch code is unique to each branch.
Share this code and the set up link with staff handling
visitor check-ins at the location by clicking on “Copy”.
They can start checking in visitors by clicking the link and
enter the branch code.

<branch code here>

Branch code

Related sections:
Instructions on updating branch details
Instructions to delete a branch

Copy set up link
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Create branches for venues where SafeEntry is required
Once you have created branches, you can proceed to set up other check-in methods for the venues.

SafeEntry Gateway Box

SafeEntry (Business) App

SafeEntry web app

(SEGW Box)

This check-in method
is no longer available

Visitors tap their TraceTogether App
or Token at the venue’s SEGW Box
to check in.

Visitors tap their TraceTogether App
or Token at mobile device running
the SEGW feature.

Scan the QR code on visitors’
TraceTogether Tokens with the
mobile device’s camera.

Scan the QR code on visitors’
TraceTogether Tokens with barcode
scanner connected to a laptop/PC.
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1.0 Set up SafeEntry account and branches

1.4 How to ﬁnd your branch code
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How to ﬁnd your branch code
Step 1: Log in to @ https://safeentry.gov.sg/logins/new with your registered business name and email.

Enter details and
click “Log in”
Note: business name ﬁeld
is case-sensitive.

Log in details
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How to ﬁnd your branch code
Step 2: Enter One-Time Pin (OTP) sent to your business email.
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2.1) Enter OTP
and click “Submit”

2.2) Click “Resend
OTP” if you did not
receive a OTP
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How to ﬁnd your branch code
Step 3: After log in, you will ﬁnd the branch code on your dashboard
Note:
The branch code is generated after you create a branch

After your branch has been created, you will be able to see
the branch code in your SafeEntry business account.
Share the branch code with the staff handling visitor
Branch code

check-ins at the location. They can use the branch code to
login to the SafeEntry (Business) App or browser-based
scanning page to start checking in visitors.
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2.0 Check in visitors

2.1 Check in visitors with a
smartphone (recommended)
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Check in visitors with a smartphone

Mobile app

Step 1: Download the SafeEntry (Business) App.
Google Play store: https://go.gov.sg/safeentry-business-android
Apple App Store: https://go.gov.sg/safeentry-business-ios
Huawei AppGallery: https://go.gov.sg/safeentry-business-huawei
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Check in visitors with a smartphone

Mobile app

Step 2: When launching the app, your consent is needed for the app to access the device’s features.
Android only

Tap on "Yes, I agree" to
continue using the app.
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Check in visitors with a smartphone

Mobile app

Step 2: When launching the app, your consent is needed for the app to access the device’s features.
For iOS only

Allow permission to use
Bluetooth.
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Check in visitors with a smartphone

Mobile app

Step 3: Enter mobile number to receive One-Time Pin (OTP) via SMS.
Note:
If you see the message “Log in failed too many times”,
wait 3 minutes and try again.

1.1) Enter your mobile number
1.2) Tap “Send OTP” to receive a
SMS One-Time Pin (OTP) sent to
the mobile number.
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Mobile app

Check in visitors with a smartphone
Step 4: Enter the One-Time Pin (OTP) sent to your mobile number.

Note:
You should receive an SMS with an OTP to use for log in.
If you do not receive an OTP, you can request for a new

2.1) Enter OTP sent via SMS
2.2) Tap “Submit”

one by clicking the

button.

You can only request for OTP once every minute.

Tap on “Resend OTP” if you
did not receive the OTP.
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Check in visitors with a smartphone

Mobile app

Step 5: Enter branch code to start checking in visitors.
Note:
You will receive your branch code after setting up your
branch.

2.1) Enter the branch code
provided to you.

Don’t know where to ﬁnd the code? Ask your manager or

2.2) Set a entrance (or exit)
name.

https://safeentry.gov.sg/logins/new to retrieve the code.

admin staff to log on to

2.3) Tap “Submit” to start
checking in visitors.
To ﬁnd your branch code,
log in to your SafeEntry
business account and look
under the branch name.
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Check in visitors with a smartphone

Mobile app

Step 6: Select “Entry (Check-in)” or “Exit (Check-out)”.
How to select a trafﬁc ﬂow:
Tap “Switch to check-out” if you need to change from “Check-in”
to “Check-out”.

Use “Entry (Check-in)” to scan visitors entering the location.

Tap on "Switch Mode" to
select the “Check-in” or
“Check-out” trafﬁc ﬂow.

Select “Exit (Check-out)” to scan visitors leaving the location.

Current trafﬁc ﬂow
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Check in visitors with a smartphone

Mobile app

Step 7: Select SafeEntry check-in mode
Note: If you do not see the Gateway mode feature, update the
app in the Play or App Store.

Detect and check in TraceTogether
App-enabled phone or Token

Scan Token QR code
Enter ID details manually (if other
check-in modes are not available)
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Check in visitors with a smartphone:
SafeEntry Gateway (App) feature
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Check in visitors with a smartphone: Gateway mode

Mobile app

Step 1: Tap on “Use Gateway mode” and allow the necessary permissions.
For Android

For Android

(Go to settings to
allow permissions)

Allow automatic
app refresh

1.1) “Use Gateway mode”
1.2) Allow the necessary
permissions.
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Check in visitors with a smartphone: Gateway mode

Mobile app

Step 1: Tap on “Use Gateway mode” and allow the necessary permissions.
For Xiaomi and
Redmi only

For Oppo and
Realme only

1.3) Follow these steps to
disable prompts during
automatic app refresh.
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Check in visitors with a smartphone: Gateway mode
Step 2: If Bluetooth/Location is not on, you will be prompted to switch on Bluetooth & Location.
Android

iOS

2.1) Go to settings to
switch on Bluetooth
or Location.
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Check in visitors with a smartphone: Gateway mode

Mobile app

Step 3: You are now ready to check in visitors.
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Check in visitors with a smartphone: Gateway mode

Mobile app

Step 4: Visitor check in by placing their TraceTogether app-enabled phone/Token near the device.

Visitors check in by placing
their phone (with
TraceTogether App enabled)
or Token near this device.
Detection range: 1-25cm
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Check in visitors with a smartphone: Gateway mode

Mobile app

Step 5: Look out for a prompt on the screen.

Visitors check in by placing
their phone (with
TraceTogether App enabled)
or Token near this device.

If check-in is successful: a
conﬁrmation in green with
last 3-digits of visitor’s ID
number is shown.

Detection range: 1-25cm
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Check in visitors with a smartphone: Gateway mode

Mobile app

Step 5: Look out for a prompt on the screen.
If nothing happens:
For TraceTogether App users:
● Ensure app is running in foreground.
● Restart app and Bluetooth and try again.
● If that does not work, advise visitor to scan
venue QR code to check in.

Visitors check in by placing
their phone (with
TraceTogether App enabled)
or Token near this device.
Detection range: 1-25cm

For Token users:
● Tap on “Scan Token” to scan the Token QR
code with the camera.

Advise visitor to replace the Token at a
Community Centre if it:
● Shows a red blinking light.
● Does not blink green once a minute.
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Check in visitors with a smartphone: Gateway mode

Mobile app

Step 5: Look out for a prompt on the screen.
Check-in unsuccessful
For TraceTogether App user:
Advise visitor to scan venue
QR code to check in.
For Token user:
Tap on “Scan Token” to scan
the Token QR code with the
camera.
Visitors check in by placing
their phone (with
TraceTogether App enabled)
or Token near this device.
Detection range: 1-25cm
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Check in visitors with a smartphone: Gateway mode

Mobile app

Step 5: Look out for a prompt on the screen.
An alert is shown if the visitor
does not meet the criteria to
enter venue due to 1 of these
restrictions:
● Odd/even dates
● Construction, Marine and
Process (CMP) work sites
● TraceTogether required
● Pre-Event Testing
Visitors check in by placing
their phone (with
TraceTogether App enabled)
or Token near this device.

To allow visitor to enter, tap
on “Allow entry”.

Detection range: 1-25cm

To stop visitor from entering:
Tap on “Deny entry”.
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Check in visitors with a smartphone: Gateway mode

Mobile app

Toggle to check-out mode for visitors to check out of the venue.

Visitors check out by placing
their phone (with
TraceTogether App enabled)
or Token near this device.

If check-out is successful: a
conﬁrmation in blue with last
3-digits of ID is shown.

Detection range: 1-25cm
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Check in visitors with a smartphone: Gateway mode

Mobile app

For Android phones: automatic app refresh (if enabled) will take place once every 10 minutes.
Android only

Note:
Automatic app refresh
reduces app crashes and
scanning issues when
using Gateway mode for
longer durations.
Wait 10 seconds for the
automatic app refresh to
complete.
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Check in visitors with a smartphone: Gateway mode

Mobile app

For Android phones: automatic app refresh (if enabled) will take place once an hour.
Note:
Automatic app refresh
reduces app crashes and
scanning issues when
using Gateway mode for
longer durations.
Wait 10 seconds for the
automatic app refresh to
complete.

Android only

Toggle to enable or
disable app refresh

If you wish to enable or
disable automatic app
refresh, tap on “Gateway
settings” and toggle the
“App refresh” switch.
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Check in visitors to SafeEntry: Gateway mode

Mobile app

If your phone is checking in Tokens/TT App that are too far away, adjust the detection strength.

2. Toggle to the left to lower
the detection strength.
3. Tap on “x” to close Gateway
settings.

1. Tap “Gateway settings”

4. Test the detection strength
with a Token/TT App-enabled
phone to see if it works well.
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Check in visitors with a smartphone: Gateway mode
Tips on using SafeEntry Gateway (App) mode.

1.

Test and ﬁnd areas on your scanning device that can detect TraceTogether app-enabled phones or Tokens
more easily.

2.

Advise visitors to place their TT app-enabled phone/Token at these areas.

3.

If TT app-enabled phone/Token cannot be detected after 1-2 tries:

4.

3.1.

Visitor is using TT app: advise visitor to scan venue QR code to check in.

3.2.

Visitor is using Token: check in the visitor by tapping on “Scan Token”, and scan the Token QR code.

3.3.

Advise visitor to replace the faulty Token at a Community Centre if it i) does not blink a green light
once a minute, or ii) shows a blinking red light.

For Android phones: Enable app refresh.
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Check in visitors with a smartphone: Gateway mode
Recovery methods for SafeEntry Gateway (App) mode.
App crashes

Stop scanning

(try 1 method each time in this order)

(try 1 method each time in this order)

1.

Restart SafeEntry (Business) App.

2.

Restart the mobile device.

3.

Re-install the app.

Note: Some covers/cases can cause scanning issues. Remove the
case/cover and try scanning, before using the below methods.

1.

Restart the device’s Wi-Fi and Bluetooth.

2.

Restart SafeEntry (Business) App.

3.

Restart the mobile device.

4.

For Android only: Clear cache e.g. go to
App Info/Settings -> Storage Usage ->
Clear Data & Clear Cache
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Check in visitors with a smartphone:
Scan TraceTogether Token QR
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Check in visitors with a smartphone: scan Token QR

Mobile app

Step 1: Tap on “Scan Token”.
From Home screen

From Gateway mode screen

1.1) Tap “Scan Token”
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Check in visitors with a smartphone: scan Token QR

Mobile app

Step 2: Position viewﬁnder above the TraceTogether Token’s QR code
Check-in successful

Check-in unsuccessful

2.1) Scan QR
code on Token

Check-in successful: a
conﬁrmation in green with
last 3-digits of ID is shown.

If QR code is not working, a
message in orange is shown.
Enter visitor’s ID manually.
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Check in visitors with a smartphone: Enter
ID details manually for SafeEntry check-in
Starting 1 June 2021, use this check-in mode only during extenuating circumstances.
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Enter ID details manually to check in

Mobile app

Step 1: Tap on “Enter ID manually”.
From Home screen

From Gateway mode screen

From Scan Token/ID screen

1.1) Tap “Enter ID manually”
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Enter ID details manually to check in (NRIC/FIN)

Mobile app

Step 2a: Enter NRIC/FIN manually.
Entry restricted

Check-in successful

2.2) Enter visitor’s
NRIC/FIN number and
tap on “Check in”.

Alert is shown as
TraceTogether App
or Token not used.
Tap “Allow Entry”

Conﬁrmation with
last 3-digits of ID is
shown when check
in is recorded.
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Enter ID details manually to check in (Passport/Foreign ID)

Mobile app

Step 2b: Enter Passport/Foreign ID manually.
Entry restricted

Check-in successful

2.1) Tap on
“Passport/Foreign ID”.
2.2) Select Nationality
code (found in passport)
from dropdown list
2.3) Enter Passport or
Foreign ID number and
tap on “Check in”

Alert is shown as
TraceTogether App
or Token not used.
Tap “Allow Entry”

Conﬁrmation with
last 3-digits of ID is
shown when check
in is recorded.
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Check in visitors with a smartphone:
Scan photo ID
Starting 1 June 2021, use this check-in mode only during extenuating circumstances.
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Check in visitors with a smartphone: scan photo ID

Mobile app

Step 1: Tap on “Scan Token”.
From Home screen

From Gateway mode screen

1.1) Tap “Scan Token”
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Check in visitors with a smartphone: scan photo ID

Mobile app

Step 2: Enter NRIC/FIN/Passport/Foreign ID manually.
Entry restricted

Check-in successful

2.1) Scan photo ID

Alert is shown as
TraceTogether App
or Token not used.
Tap “Allow Entry”

Conﬁrmation with
last 3-digits of ID is
shown when check
in is recorded.
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2.1 Check in visitors with a smartphone

Check in visitors with a smartphone:
(using browser-based scanning page)
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Check in visitors to SafeEntry (web browser)

Web browser

Step 1: Launch mobile browser.
If you are an Android user:
Make sure you are using Chrome. If that doesn’t work, try Firefox.

If you are an iOS user:
Make sure you are using Safari. The barcode scanner library that we
use only works on Safari for iOS devices due to Apple’s restrictions.

The scanning function does not work on Chrome, Firefox, other third
party browsers. It also does not work on in-app Safari (this might
happen if you click the SafeEntry link within another app).

Image credits: itpro.co.uk
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Check in visitors to SafeEntry (web browser)

Web browser

Step 2: Log on to https://www.safeentry.gov.sg/logins/scanner_login
Note:
You can get your branch code after setting up a business venue.

Don’t know where to ﬁnd the code? Ask your management or

2.1) Enter the branch
code provided to you.

admin to log onto https://safeentry.gov.sg/logins/new or visit this
section for more details.

2.2) Give a name to the
entrance or exit where
staff is checking-in/out
visitors (e.g. “Front
entrance”). Tap on “Start
scanning” to start
checking in visitors.
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Check in visitors to SafeEntry (web browser)

Web browser

Step 3: Select a trafﬁc ﬂow. Choose between “Entry (Check-in)” or “Exit (Check-out)”.
How to select a trafﬁc ﬂow:
Click on “Switch” if you need to change from “Entry (Check in)”

3.1) Tap on "Switch" to
switch between check-in
and check-out modes

to “Exit (Check out)”.

Use “Entry (Check in)” to scan visitors entering the location.
Select “Exit (Check out)” to scan visitors leaving the location.

Trafﬁc ﬂow selected
(check in/out)

Please ensure you do not use multiple tabs on your mobile
browser to concurrently scan the entrance and exit for visitors as
it will cause issues to your smartphone’s scanning function.

3.2) Tap on “With
smartphone camera”
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Check in visitors to SafeEntry (web browser)

Web browser

Step 4: Give SafeEntry permission to use the camera for ID/Token scanning.

Select “Allow” when prompted by your
browser to give SafeEntry permission to use
the camera for SafeEntry scanner.
Note:
If the camera permission prompt does not appear, you can
visit this section:
more information on how to enable camera permissions
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Check in visitors to SafeEntry (web browser)

Web browser

Step 5a: Start scanning the QR code on TraceTogether Tokens.

Scan TraceTogether Token by
placing the viewﬁnder above
the QR code.

If check-in is successful: a
conﬁrmation in green along
with the last 3-digits of ID
number is shown.

If Token QR code is blurred
or not working, you will see
a message in yellow.
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Check in visitors to SafeEntry (web browser)

Web browser

Step 5a: Start scanning the QR code on TraceTogether Tokens.
An alert is shown if visitor is
under 1 of these restrictions:
● Odd/even dates
● Construction, Marine and
Process (CMP) work sites
● TraceTogether required
● Pre-Event Testing
To allow visitor to enter due
to extenuating circumstances,
tap on “Allow entry”.
To stop visitor from entering:
Tap on “Deny entry”.
Scan TraceTogether Token by
placing the viewﬁnder above
the QR code.
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Check in visitors to SafeEntry (web browser)

Web browser

Step 5b: Scan visitor’s photo IDs during extenuating circumstances.
Entry restricted

Check-in successful

Alert is shown as
TraceTogether App
or Token not used.
Tap “Allow Entry”

Conﬁrmation with
last 3-digits of ID is
shown when check
in is recorded.

Note:
Use this mode only during
extenuating circumstances.

Scan photo ID barcode

Scan a photo ID by placing the
viewﬁnder above the barcode.
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Check in visitors to SafeEntry (web browser)

Web browser

Step 5c: Use the manual registration if ID/Token scanning does not work.
Entry restricted

Check-in successful

Alert is shown as
TraceTogether App
or Token not used.
Tap “Allow Entry”

Conﬁrmation with
last 3-digits of ID is
shown when check
in is recorded.

Note:
Use this mode only during
extenuating circumstances.

Enter photo ID number
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2.0 Check in visitors

2.2 Check in visitors with 2D scanner
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Check in visitors with a 2D scanner
Step 1: Connect 2D scanner to PC or mobile computer.
Note:
If you are using a mobile computer with integrated 2D scanner or
a cordless 2D scanner, you may not need to perform this step.

Image credits: Eyoyusa.com
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Check in visitors with a 2D scanner
Step 2: Log on to https://www.safeentry.gov.sg/logins/scanner_login
Note:
You can get your branch code after setting up a business venue.

Don’t know where to ﬁnd the code? Ask your management or
admin to log onto https://safeentry.gov.sg/logins/new or register

2.1) Enter the branch
code provided to you.

a SafeEntry account to set up your venues

2.2) Give a name to the
entrance or exit where
staff is checking-in/out
visitors (e.g. “Front
entrance”). Click “Start
scanning” to start
checking in visitors.
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Check in visitors with a 2D scanner
Step 3: Select a trafﬁc ﬂow. Choose between “Entry (Check in)” or “Exit (Check out)”.
How to select a trafﬁc ﬂow:
Tap “Switch to check-out” if you need to change from “Check-in”

3.1) Click "Switch" to
switch between check-in
and check-out modes

to “Check-out”.

Use “Entry (Check-in)” to scan visitors entering the location.
Select “Exit (Check-out)” to scan visitors leaving the location.

Trafﬁc ﬂow selected
(check in/out)

3.2) Click “With barcode
scanner”
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Check in visitors with a 2D scanner
Step 4: Give SafeEntry permission to use the camera for ID/Token scanning.

Select “Allow” when prompted by your
browser to give SafeEntry permission to use
the camera for SafeEntry scanner.
Note:
If the camera permission prompt does not appear, you can
visit this section:
more information on how to enable camera permissions
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Check in visitors with a 2D scanner
Step 5a: Start scanning the QR code on TraceTogether Tokens.

If check-in is successful: a
conﬁrmation in green along
with the last 3-digits of ID
number is shown.

If Token QR code is blurred
or not working, you will see
a message in yellow.
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Check in visitors with a 2D scanner
Step 5a: Start scanning the QR code on TraceTogether Tokens.
An alert is shown if visitor is
under 1 of these restrictions:
● Odd/even dates
● Construction, Marine and
Process (CMP) work sites
● TraceTogether required
● Pre-Event Testing
To allow visitor to enter due
to extenuating circumstances,
tap on “Allow entry”.
To stop visitor from entering:
Tap on “Deny entry”.
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Check in visitors with a 2D scanner
Step 5b: Scan visitor’s photo IDs during extenuating circumstances.
Entry restricted

Check-in successful

Alert is shown as
TraceTogether App
or Token not used.
Tap “Allow Entry”

Conﬁrmation with
last 3-digits of ID is
shown when check
in is recorded.

Note:
Use this mode only during
extenuating circumstances.
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Check in visitors with a 2D scanner
Step 5c: Use the manual registration if ID/Token scanning does not work.
Entry restricted

Check-in successful

Alert is shown as
TraceTogether App
or Token not used.
Tap “Allow Entry”

Conﬁrmation with
last 3-digits of ID is
shown when check
in is recorded.

Note:
Use this mode only during
extenuating circumstances.

Enter photo ID number
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2.0 Check in visitors

2.3 Check total number of people
that have visited a branch
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Check total number of check-ins to a branch
Step 1: Log in to @ https://safeentry.gov.sg/logins/new with your registered business name and email.

Enter details and
click “Log in”

Log in details
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Check total number of check-ins to a branch
Step 2: Enter One-Time Pin (OTP) sent to your business email.

368208

2.1) Enter OTP
and click “Submit”

2.2) Click “Resend
OTP” if you did not
receive a OTP
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Check total number of check-ins to a branch
Step 3: After log in, you will ﬁnd the check-in count on your dashboard.

Total number of
check-ins for the
day.
Number of
visitors currently
in the venue.
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3.0 Modify branch

3.1 Edit branch details
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Edit branch details
Step 1: Log in to @ https://safeentry.gov.sg/logins/new with your registered business name and email.

Enter details and
click “login”

Log in details
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Edit branch details
Step 2: Enter One-Time Pin (OTP) sent to your business email.

368208

2.1) Enter OTP
and click “Submit”

2.2) Click “Resend
OTP” if you did not
receive a OTP
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Edit branch details
Step 3: After clicking “Manage Branch” you will be able to make changes.

Click on ‘Manage Branch’
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Edit branch details
Step 4 Part 1: Make the necessary updates to your branch details.
For Construction, Marine and Process sectors: see here for
instructions to edit branch details.

4.1) Select a business category

4.2) Enter your branch name

If you see the ﬁeld “Select a
QR App ID”, select the QR
App ID that matches the
branch name.
Select “QR code not
created yet” only if you do
not have a QR code for this
branch. A QR code will be
created for this branch
when you click “Create
Branch” to submit form.
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Edit branch details
Step 4 Part 2: Make the necessary updates to your branch details.

4.3) Enter postal code and
address.

4.4) Enter the unit number.
Check “No unit number for
this address” if the branch
does not have unit number.
Unit number format
Enter unit number in the format
#01-01 or #B1-03. If your branch
spans across multiple unit
numbers, enter them as #01-01,
#01-02, #03-03.

4.5) Enter operating hours.
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Edit branch details
Step 4 Part 3: Make the necessary updates to your branch details.

4.6) Enter maximum number
of visitors allowed at any one
point of time.

Allowable capacity calculation
Visitor capacity is calculated
based on the occupant load per
square meter of usable space.
For more information, refer to
URA Safe Distancing guidelines

4.7) Enter crowd level at which
venue is shown as “Crowded”
or “Some Crowd” on
SpaceOut.
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Edit branch details
Step 4 Part 4: Make the necessary updates to your branch details.

4.8) Enable “Restrict visitors
without PET exemption” only
if it is required for this venue.

4.9) Enable “Restrict visitors
on odd/even dates” only if it is
required for this venue.

4.10) Select “Modify branch”
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3.0 Modify branch

3.2 Remove or delete a branch
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Remove or delete your business’s branch
Step 1: Log in to @ https://safeentry.gov.sg/logins/new with your registered business name and email.

Enter details and
click “Log in”

Log in details
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Remove or delete your business’s branch
Step 2: Enter One-Time Pin (OTP) sent to your business email.

368208

2.1) Enter OTP
and click “Submit”

2.2) Click “Resend
OTP” if you did not
receive a OTP
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Remove or delete your business’s branch
Step 3: After clicking “Manage Branch” you will be able to make changes to the branch

Click on ‘Manage Branch’
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Remove or delete your business’s branch
Step 4: Clicking on “Delete branch” to remove business branch
Warning:
Deleting a branch will permanently
remove all data for the branch.

If need to edit branch details, use
edit or update branch to make
changes and retain your data.

4.1) Click “Delete
branch”

4.2) Click “Delete
branch” to conﬁrm
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4.0 Resolve errors

4.1 Update branch to consolidate
check-ins from scanning visitors’
TraceTogether Token/App and
QR check-ins
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Update branch to consolidate check-in counts
Step 1: Log in to @ https://safeentry.gov.sg/logins/new with your registered business name and email.

Enter details and
click “Log in”

Log in details
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Update branch to consolidate check-in counts
Step 2: Enter One-Time Pin (OTP) sent to your business email.

368208

2.1) Enter OTP
and click “Submit”

2.2) Click “Resend
OTP” if you did not
receive a OTP
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Update branch to consolidate check-in counts
Step 3: Click “Update”.

Click “Update”
to resolve issue
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Update branch to consolidate check-in counts
Step 4: Update or edit business branch details.

If you see the ﬁeld “Select a
QR App ID”, select the QR
App ID that matches the
branch name.
Select “QR code not created
yet” only if you do not have
a QR code for this branch. A
QR code will be created for
this branch when you click
“Modify Branch” to submit
form.

4.2) Scroll down to click
‘Modify branch’ to save
your changes.
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Update branch to consolidate check-in counts
Step 5: After modifying your branch, check-ins counts will be consolidated under Total today

Total number of
check-ins for the
day.
Number of
visitors currently
in the venue.
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4.0 Resolve errors

4.2 Create branch to consolidate
check-ins from scanning visitors’
TraceTogether Token/App and
QR check-ins
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Create branch to consolidate check-in counts
Step 1: Log in to @ https://safeentry.gov.sg/logins/new with your registered business name and email.

Enter details and
click “Log in”

Log in details
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Create branch to consolidate check-in counts
Step 2: Enter One-Time Pin (OTP) sent to your business email.

368208

2.1) Enter OTP
and click “Submit”

2.2) Click “Resend
OTP” if you did not
receive a OTP
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Create branch to consolidate check-in counts
Step 3: Click “Set up now”.

Click “Set up now”
to create new branch
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Create branch to consolidate check-in counts
Step 4 Part 1: Complete the form to set up a branch for your business.
For Construction, Marine and Process sectors: see here for
instructions to add a branch.

4.1) Select a business category

4.2) Enter your branch name

If you see the ﬁeld “Select a
QR App ID”, select the QR
App ID that matches the
branch name.
Select “QR code not
created yet” only if you do
not have a QR code for this
branch. A QR code will be
created for this branch
when you click “Create
Branch” to submit form.
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Create branch to consolidate check-in counts
Step 4 Part 2: Complete the form to set up a branch for your business.

4.3) Enter postal code and
address.

4.4) Enter the unit number.
Check “No unit number for
this address” if the branch
does not have unit number.
Unit number format
Enter unit number in the format
#01-01 or #B1-03. If your branch
spans across multiple unit
numbers, enter them as #01-01,
#01-02, #03-03.

4.5) Enter operating hours.
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Create branch to consolidate check-in counts
Step 4 Part 3: Complete the form to set up a branch for your business.

4.6) Enter maximum number
of visitors allowed at any one
point of time.

Allowable capacity calculation
Visitor capacity is calculated
based on the occupant load per
square meter of usable space.
For more information, refer to
URA Safe Distancing guidelines

4.7) Enter crowd level at which
venue is shown as “Crowded”
or “Some Crowd” on
SpaceOut.
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Create branch to consolidate check-in counts
Step 4 Part 4: Complete the form to set up a branch for your business.

4.8) Enable “Restrict visitors
without PET exemption” only
if it is required for this venue.

4.9) Enable “Restrict visitors
on odd/even dates” only if it is
required for this venue.

4.10) Select “Create branch”
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Create branch to consolidate check-in counts
Step 5: After creating your branch, check-ins counts will be consolidated under Total today

Total number of
check-ins for the
day.
Number of
visitors currently
in the venue.
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4.0 Resolve errors

4.3 Reset camera permissions for
iOS and Android (if your scanner is
having issues)
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Reset camera permission for iOS and Android (if your scanner
is having issues)
iOS user
Android user
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Reset camera permission for iOS and Android (if your scanner
is having issues)
If you are an iOS user:
Step 1:
Ensure you are
accessing the website
using Safari.

Step 2: Open system Settings
on the iOS device.

Step 3: Scroll down, choose
Safari browser for Settings.

You will also need to ensure that
camera permissions are granted.
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Reset camera permission for iOS and Android (if your scanner
is having issues)
Step 6: Select “Allow” to enable Camera
Access on All Websites.

Step 4: In Safari Settings, look
under “Settings for websites”.

Step 5: Select “Camera”.
Step 7: You are ready to scan with your
mobile device.
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Reset camera permission for iOS and Android (if your scanner
is having issues)
If you are an Android user:

Step 1:
Open Chrome app.

Try using Chrome and, if that does
not work, try Firefox.
You will also need to ensure that
camera permissions are granted in
the settings.

Step 2: Tap the icon with 3
dots and press Settings.
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Reset camera permission for iOS and Android (if your scanner
is having issues)
Step 3: Select “Site settings”

Step 4: Under Site settings,
select “Camera”

Step 5: Tap to turn on camera
permission.

Step 6: You are ready to scan
with your mobile device.
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5.0 Information for CMP sector

5.1 Information for businesses in
Construction, Marine and Process
(CMP) sectors
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How to add a branch (For CMP sectors)
Step 1: Log in to @ https://safeentry.gov.sg/logins/new with your registered business name and email.
Email sent to you when account is set up

Enter details and
click “Log in”

GovTech work site

Log in details

GovTech_worksite@tech.gov.sg
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How to add a branch (For CMP sectors)
Step 2: Enter One-Time Pin (OTP) sent to your business email.

368208

2.1) Enter OTP
and click “Submit”

2.2) Click “Resend
OTP” if you did not
receive a OTP
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Create a branch (For CMP sectors)
Step 3: Click “Add a branch” to get started.
Note:
You will need to add at least 1 branch to get started. What is
a branch? It is simply a business location where you will be
using SafeEntry.

GovTech work site

If your business only has 1 location, you will only need to
add 1 business premise. If you’re using SafeEntry at more
than 1 location, you can create multiple “branches”.
Regardless of the number of entrances and exits at a single
location, you will only need to create 1 branch for it and log
in with the same branch code to scan visitors.

Click “Add a branch”
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How to add a branch (For CMP sectors)
Step 4 Part 1: Complete the form to set up a branch for your business.
Scenario 1: Construction sites

Scenario 2: Construction-related businesses*, Marine and Process sites
*Conventional precast concrete yard,
ICPH, PPVC, BNU, MEP factories, RMC
plants, sand, aggregate terminal

4.1b) Select “Marine and Process
sectors”.

4.2a) Check on the box “I don’t
have a postal code”

If the site is under construction,
select “Construction site” and
check on the box “I don’t have a
postal code”. Update the business
type and postal code after
construction is completed.

4.3a) Enter the project name

4.2b) Enter branch name

4.1a) Select “Construction site”

4.4a) Enter BCA project
reference number (or equivalent)
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How to add a branch (For CMP sectors)
Step 4 Part 2: Complete the form to set up a branch for your business.

4.3) Enter postal code and
address.

4.4) Enter the unit number.
Check “No unit number for
this address” if the branch
does not have unit number.

4.5) Enter your CMP work site
operating hours, leave as
default if your CMP work site
operates 24 hours
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How to add a branch (For CMP sectors)
Step 4 Part 2: Complete the form to set up a branch for your business.

4.6) Enter the maximum number of
visitors allowed at this location at one
point of time
Allowable visitor capacity calculation
Visitor capacity is calculated based on
occupant load per square meter of usable
space. For more information, please visit
URA Safe Distancing guidelines

4.7) Enter the crowd level at which
venue will be shown as “Crowded” or
“Some Crowd” on SpaceOut.
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How to add a branch (For CMP sectors)
Step 4 Part 3: Complete the form to set up a branch for your business
Enabling Restrictions at CMP work sites

4.8) Enable “Restrict visitors
without PET exemption” only
if it is required for this venue.

4.9) Enable “Restrict visitors
on odd/even dates” only if it is
required for this venue.

*IMPORTANT*
4.10) For CMP work sites, check this
option to activate Access Control
4.11) Click on “Create
branch” to complete set up

All companies approved to resume works must
put in place safe management measures.
Prior to restart, each company must seek BCA’s
approval and comply with the three COVID-Safe
Restart Criteria.
As part of the Safe Worksite criteria, SafeEntry
must be deployed by the main contractor or
occupier of the workplace premise to record all
entries and exits.
This feature will enable proper Access Control
at work sites, so only approved and authorised
personnel are allowed to enter.
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Naming Zones within your worksite (Optional)
• Implementation of SafeEntry is mandatory at main entrances & exits of worksites
for access control. For further zoning within the site, the main contractor may use
any system they have implemented, e.g. colour-coded uniforms, SE-QR system.
• In SafeEntry NRIC, zoning within a worksite can be implemented by designating
entrance/exit points for each zone to scan the NRIC/FIN for every person who
enter/exit the zone.
• E.g. you can name your Zone entrances and exits as follows: “Zone 1- Entrance”,
“Zone 1- Exit”, “Zone 2”, “Zone 3”, “Level 5”, “Level 6”, etc.
• There is no limit to the number of entrances/exit points per worksite.
• Ensure that naming for each entrance/exit is consistent even when the staff/guard
is rotated, as it will be captured in the entry/exit records.
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BCA Access Control guidelines construction sites
Note: Guidelines are subject to changes. Please check BCA FAQ for latest updates

Type of Personnel

Access Code Colour(s)
Shown on SafeEntry

Action

Employment Pass, S Pass, Work Permit Holder

Green

Allow Entry

Red

Deny Entry

Green

Allow Entry

Singaporean / Permanent Residents
Including GPEs’ representatives and inspectors of
regulatory authorities

Note: Employers can view AccessCode status of your Work Permit and S Pass holder via MOM Safe@Work
(https://www.mom.gov.sg/eservices/services/safe-work)
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EDB Access Control guidelines Marine and Process sites

Type of Personnel

Access Code Colour(s)
Shown on SafeEntry

Action

Employment Pass, S Pass, Work Permit Holders

Green

Allow Entry

Red

Deny Entry

Singapore Citizen/Permanent Residents

Green

Allow Entry

Foreign Visitors (e.g. Owner representatives)

Green

Allow Entry
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More information for businesses in CMP sectors
1.

For more information on sector-speciﬁc guidelines, please visit here

2.

For FAQ & SafeEntry technical issues: support.safeentry.gov.sg > “Submit a request”

3.

Visit SafeEntry.gov.sg for step-by-step guides and resources (including posters you can display at
scanning stations)

4.

5.

For any other operational, sector or access code related queries:
a.

Contact BCA @ https://www.bca.gov.sg/feedbackform

b.

Contact MOM @ https://service2.mom.gov.sg/efeedback/Forms/eFeedback.aspx

For access code related queries at Dorm exits:
a)

Contact MOM @ MOM_DormExit_Ops@mom.gov.sg
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6.0 Account settings

6.1 Change Business email
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Change Business email
Step 1: Log in to the account and click on “Settings”.

Click on “Settings”
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Change Business email
Step 2: Click on the Business email ﬁeld to change your email

2.1) Enter the new Business
email you want to change to
2.2) Click on “Save changes”
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Change Business email
Step 3: Enter OTP sent to your new Business email
Note: Once the email is changed, you can no longer use
the previous business email to log in.

3.1) Enter the OTP sent to the
new Business email
3.2) Click on “Change email
address” to proceed
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Change Business email
Step 4: After the change has been completed, you can log in again with your new Business email

4) Use new Business
email to log in to
the account
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